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WEIGHTED WEAK TYPE     ESTIMATES FOR SINGULAR
INTEGRALS WITH NONISOTROPIC HOMOGENEITY
SHUICHI SATO
Abstract We prove sharp weighted weak type    estimates for rough
singular integral operators on homogeneous groups Similar results are shown
for singular integrals on R
 
with the generalized homogeneity
 Introduction
We consider singular integrals dened by kernels homogeneous with respect to
nonisotropic dilations which generalize homogeneous singular integrals studied in
CalderonZygmund 	
 In this note we deal with weighted weak type boundedness
for rough singular integrals on R
 
with generalized homogeneity and for rough
singular integrals on homogeneous groups we shall prove analogues of a result
of Vargas 	
 concerning weighted weak type     estimates for homogeneous
singular integrals on R
 








is dened by A
t
 exp  log tP  We assume n  






 which is non
negative continuous even on R
n






x  tr x for all t   and x  R
n

  r x  y  N
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 if   fx  R
n
 r x  g then   f  R
n
 hB  i  g for a positive
symmetric matrix B where h  i denotes the inner product in R
n
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according as r x   or r x   where j  j denotes the Euclidean norm Let
S
n
 fx  R
n
 jxj  g be the unit sphere with the Euclidean norm The
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Lebesgue surface measure on S
n
will be denoted also by d See 	   for
more details









	j log   j 
	j dS   


Also we consider the L
q

















Let  be locally integrable in R
n
nfg and homogeneous of degree  with respect








  dS    




















 for all p     if   L logL 
A proof of this based on 	 can be found in 	 where a wider class of singular
integrals including the one in   below is treated Also the following result is
known  see 	
Theorem A Let n   and   L logL  Then T is of weak type     on R
 





























 s   We then recall a result of Vargas 	
 on R
 
with the usual isotropic dilation and the Euclidean norm








 d   and let T be dened as in  








jxj For a weight w dene
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Theorem B is generalized to higher dimensions by 	 on the basis of 	 In
this note we shall extend Theorem B to the cases of singular integrals on R
 
with
generalized homogeneity and singular integrals on homogeneous groups
We regard R
n
as the underlying manifold of a homogeneous group The multi






such that each A
t


















  x   x

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   x
n
 
WEIGHTED WEAK TYPE 	  ESTIMATES 	
for some real numbers a

       a
n




     a
n
 We denote
by H the homogeneous group Thus H is equipped with a homogeneous nilpotent
Lie group structure where Lebesgue measure is a biinvariant Haar measure the
identity is the origin  x








y x  y  H  t  














 x  y for k   with a
polynomial R
k




   i  j  k  
  r xy  N
 
 r x  r y for a positive constant N
 

We may assume that   S
n
 where  is as in  
 The space H with a left
invariant quasimetric d x  y  r x

y can be regarded as a space of homogeneous
type We refer to 	  
   for more details







   x x













with this group law is the Heisenberg group H

 which is an example of
homogeneous groups Dilations A
t
 x  y  u   tx  ty  t
 
u  step and A

t






step are automorphisms on H

 The Euclid space R
n
with the
usual addition is also a homogeneous group for the associated dilation A
t

exp  log tP  we may choose any diagonal matrix P with entries in ascending
order
The convolution on H is dened by




















Then in 	 the following two results are proved
Theorem C Suppose that   L logL  Then T is bounded on L
p
 H  for all
p    
Theorem D Let   L logL  Then T is of weak type     on H 
Theorem A follows from Theorem D when the matrix P is diagonal
























We shall prove weighted versions of Theorems A and D generalizing Theorem
B Let w be a measurable almost everywhere positive function on R
n
 which we
call a weight function We denote by L
p
 w  p   the space of all measurable























 w the weak L









	w  fx  R
n
 jf xj  	g  




Let B a  s  fx  H  d a  x  sg be a ball in H with center a and radius
s Note that jB a  sj  cs

 where jSj denotes the Lebesgue measure of a set
S and c  jB   j If s  
k
for some k  Z  the set of all integers then
S  B a  
k
 is called a dyadic ball Also we write a  x
S
 k  k S We dene
B a  s  B a  s for   
Let A
p
   p  be the weight class of Muckenhoupt on H dened to be the






















where the supremum is taken over all balls B in H  LetM be the HardyLittlewood








where the supremum is taken over all balls B in H containing x We then recall
the class A

is dened to be the family of all weight functions w on H satisfying
Mw  Cw ae  See 	  















 Some weighted estimates for M

 T  T

analogous to those in
the Euclidean case of 	 
 are shown in 	
Put M
s































 f if q   
We have the following result
Theorem  Let w  A
 
and      Suppose that T is as in   with
  L
q
  for some q   q   Then there exists a positive constant C



























Here g x  g x

 See 	      for relevant results By Theorem
 and   we can easily prove the weighted weak type estimates for T analogous
to Theorem B  see Remark  of 	
Corollary  Suppose that   L
q











This follows from Theorem  with  suciently close to  and  
To prove Theorem  we use the following weighted L
 
estimates
WEIGHTED WEAK TYPE 	  ESTIMATES 
Theorem  Let   q  T  w   be as in Theorem  Then there exists a constant C















































 Then we have the following
Theorem  Let T be as in   with   L logL  Suppose that w  A
 
and




























ae for some constant C
w






 for some   
and   L logL  by Theorem 





 w on H 
To prove Theorem 
 we apply the following



















with a constant C independent of 
Remark  Let M

 f be as in  
 Let w x  jxj

   L
q





w x if n   n  
q      see 	 In the case of the
Euclidean structure this observation and Theorem  will be used to get a better
result when w x  jxj

than the one Corollary  can provide  see 	 for relevant
results
Proofs of Theorems  and  will be given in Section  Theorem  will be shown
by applying two parameter LittlewoodPaley type decomposition of T depending
on q   in the theorem  see   which is introduced in 	 and using the decay
estimates  Lemma 
 which can be proved through orthogonality via convolution
Such two parameter decomposition is needed at the present stage of the research
since in general homogeneous groups Fourier transform estimates cannot be applied
as eectively as in the Euclidean situation of 	  see the proof of Theorem  in
Section  and the group convolution may be noncommutative Theorem  will be
proved by extrapolation using Theorem 
In Section 
 we shall prove Theorems  and 
 We apply the KoranyiVagi version
of the CalderonZygmund decomposition f  g  b The evaluation of Tg can be
accomplished by the weighted L
 
estimates of Theorems  and  as usual To treat
Tb we apply a result of Tao 	  Proposition  We interpolate with change of
measures between unweighted estimates shown from the result of Tao  Lemma 
and weighted estimates which can be obtained by a straightforward computation
 Lemma  to prove some key estimates The interpolation is a variant of the
methods of Vargas 	
 Since Vargass interpolation arguments cannot be applied
 SHUICHI SATO
directly to get necessary estimates for the proofs of the theorems we need to further
develop the idea of the methods and suitably modify the arguments to be adapted
for the present situation  see also 	 
We shall consider singular integrals on R
 
with generalized homogeneity dened
by   in Section  We are able to prove results analogous to those stated above
for singular integrals on H  Theorems  To prove analogues for Theorems  and

  Theorems   we apply Proposition  of 	 which will play a role similar
to the one Proposition  performs in the proofs of Theorems  and 

In Section  we focus on the case of R
n
with the Euclidean structure and give
an application of Theorem 
 We shall show a sharp weighted weak type    
estimate conjectured in 	
 Proofs of Theorems  and 
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  where  is the delta function
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for m            
where c
m
is a constant independent of  which is possible as   
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We have the following L
 
estimates
Lemma  Suppose that   q     
q

and   L
q


















for some positive constants C  independent of q and 
WEIGHTED WEAK TYPE 	  ESTIMATES 
This is proved in 	 when q  The result for the whole range of q is shown
in 	 by further developing the methods of 	
We use the weighted LittlewoodPaley inequalities given in 	
Lemma  Let w  A
p

















































































is independent of   
To prove Theorem  we apply a LittlewoodPaley decomposition depending on
 and obtain a decomposition of T analogous to the one used in 	 in the case of







































This two parameter decomposition is to be compared with   based on the Fourier
transform Lemma  enables us to get the following estimates
Lemma  Let   L
q
    q   and   
q



























with some positive constants C and  independent of q and 
See 	 Section  We give a proof for completeness







 We may assume that all the functions under












































which hold for some positive constants C  c independent of q and can be proved






















































































































































































Thus applying the CotlarKnappStein lemma we can reach the conclusion  
On the other hand since w  A
 






















































































































































































































where the last inequality follows from  






 w is in A

and hence in A
 
 if it is nite ae Let      Interpolating
with change of measures between the estimates in Lemma 














































































WEIGHTED WEAK TYPE 	  ESTIMATES 
for any w  A
 
and       For w  A
 
we choose       suciently close to




and    Then by   with w

and  in place of w






























 from this and   the conclusion of Theorem  fol
lows
Applying extrapolation methods using Theorem  we can show Theorem  as

















  and fc
k






























































Taking the inmum over the sequences fc
k
g we can get the conclusion of Theorem
 since it is not dicult to show the inmum is equivalent to the norm of  in
L logL

 Proofs of Theorems  and 
For      L
q


























 w Theorem  will be deduced from
the following
Proposition  Let w  A
 
      Suppose that   L
q
  for some q  














































































 w which will be used
to get the conclusion of Theorem 
Assuming that f is smooth and compactly supported we shall show that






for all 	  
where W is as in Proposition  To prove this we may assume that kk
q
  and
	   By the CalderonZygmund decomposition at height  we have a family
 SHUICHI SATO




of disjoint sets and
functions g  b such that
































































where v is any weight function  see 	 Section  	 
  We may assume
without loss of generality that F has a nite cardinality
We have




















































































is dened as in   with    and we recall that k B denotes the
radius of B We assume that the positive constant C

is suciently large This
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if it is nite ae using the second part
of  
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is as in the denition of O
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for some constants C     where F

is any subset of F




be as in Lemma  Then
w















































with a nonnegative smooth function 
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 x   if 
d  r x  d










Then the following result is shown in 	
Proposition  Let B be as in  
 and let b
B
be a function satisfying  
 for






























































































































































































jBj  c  























































































w x dx  C inf
B
M w
Using this in  
 and applying the last property of b
B
in  



























Now Lemma  follows from  
 and Chebyshevs inequality  
Lemmas  and  are used to prove the following estimates

















































for all u   where  is as in Lemma  and w is any weight function
Proof For u   set
F
u









 F n F
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Combining these estimates we get the conclusion of Lemma   




       and integrate
them over    with respect to the measure du
u Interchanging the order of
integration on the left hand side performing termwise integration on the right



















































where the second inequality follows from  
 Substituting w

for w and reducing












































  This can be achieved by applying the proof of
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is as in  
 Arguing similarly to the proof of  
 in view of  
































































for all s by  
 and  
























as claimed which combined
with  
  
 completes the proof of Proposition 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 
 We may assume that kk
L logL
 
Furthermore arguing as in the proof of Proposition  the proof of Theorem 
 can
be also reduced to the estimates of w O
i
 i      
 where each O
i
is dened
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where w
	

























since we assume that kk
L logL
























 Singular integrals on R
 
with the generalized homogeneity
In this section we consider singular integrals on the Euclid space R
n
 with the
usual addition associated with the nonisotropic dilations A
t
 exp  log tP 
where P is not restricted to diagonal matrices Similarly to the case of R
n
con
sidered as a homogeneous group with a diagonal matrix P  we can also dene the











in this context with a norm func
tion r related to fA
t




 is dened as in Section

We have results on R
 
analogous to Theorems  and 
 in Section 




      and   L
q
  for some q



























for some positive constant C independent of 





















with a constant C independent of 
We also have an analogue of Corollary  in the present context
To describe results on L
 
estimates we introduce a kernel L on R
n
dened by





where h is a bounded function on R

    and K is a homogeneous kernel as








Then we have the following results which are stated more generally than needed
for the proofs of Theorems  and 
Theorem 
 Let   L
q




 and let S be as in  































for a positive constant C independent of q  and h
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 and      Let S be as in   with




 Then there is a constant C independent of 



















A result similar to Theorem  can be found in 	 Theorem  can be de
rived from Theorem  by an extrapolation argument similar to the one that proves
Theorem  from Theorem 
We give a proof of Theorem  using Fourier transform estimates which diers
from the proof of Theorem  in Section  in that it allows the presence of the
function h in the kernel L
Proof of Theorem  We apply methods of 	 Let E
j





















denote the adjoint of a matrix B A norm
function s  will be dened from fA

t
g in the same way as r x is dened from
fA
t
















   t  























































for some     see 	 	 Since we also have weighted LittlewoodPaley
inequalities with operators fD
k
g analogous to Lemma  arguing similarly to the






















Applying interpolation with change of measures between  
 and   and arguing
similarly to the proof of Theorem  we can obtain the conclusion  
To prove Theorem  we show a version of Proposition  relevant to Theorem
 by using a CalderonZygmund decomposition f  g  b analogous to  
 and
arguing similarly to the proof of Proposition  To treat Tg we apply Theorem




handled similarly Also to prove an analogue of  
 we apply Proposition  of
	 which is analogous to Proposition  in the same way as Proposition  is used
in proving  
 along with an interpolation argument with change of measures
similar to the one used in the proof of  
 Finally it is obvious that an analogue
WEIGHTED WEAK TYPE 	  ESTIMATES 
of  
 can be shown also in the present context Combining results we complete
the proof of the result analogous to Proposition  which implies Theorem 
Also we can prove Theorem  arguing similarly to the proof of Theorem 
with suitable modications using Theorem  with n   and h   and with an
observation similar to  
 as we prove Theorem 
 from the procedure of the
proof of Theorem  with suitable adjustments in Section 

Remark  To prove Theorem  we applied a LittlewoodPaley decomposition
adapted to a xed lacunary sequence On the other hand the LittlewoodPaley
decomposition used in the proof of Theorem  is adapted to a lacunary sequence
depending on q This is needed to get the required estimates of Theorem  through
the two parameter decomposition in  
 Weighted weak type estimates with  in L logL
In this section we review Theorem 
 for the case of R
n
with the usual addition








































Then it was noted in 	 that M
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where C is a constant independent of 





















 if       the range
of  is sharp This result on the power weights follows from 	 combined with
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